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Monday, August 1, 2022, 7:00 PM
August Hybrid Meeting & Program

Aug 01 Meeting

1

Upcoming Star Parties

1

Zoom Info
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Program: 7:30 PM

Membership Form

2

Recent observations

Webb Telescope
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Webb Telescope
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Refreshments: 7:00 PM

and photos by members
Main program

Webb Telescope
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Photo Credit: Ken Atwood
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Past Solar Eclipses — Roger Brower
I N S I D E T H I S
I S S U E :

When Will The Sun Set

6

The program this month will be on past solar eclipses and given by Roger Brower.
It will feature pictures, videos and stories from Roger, friends, and acquaintances.
Also, a preview of upcoming solar eclipses will be given.
Location

August Calendar

7

ISS News Russia Quits

8

Astronomical Trivia

9

Star Party Comments

10

Club Information

10

Maturango Museum

U p c o m i n g

S t a r P a r t i e s
e v e n t s



Fri Oct 21st Brown Road
Fri Nov 25th Brown Road



Fri Jul 30th Brown Road





Fri Aug 26th Brown Road



Fri Sept 23rd Brown Road

Red Rock August Perseid Meteor Shower Observing Conditions .

a n d

Red Rock Fall Schedule



Sept 24th Saturday



October 22 Saturday
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Topic: Title: Past Solar Eclipses by Roger Brower
Time: August 01, 2022 07:30 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Maturango Museum
and
Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6727499334?pwd=VWhuVGZ3aFphL283THRKNUNoZ0RSZz09
Meeting ID: 672 749 9334
Passcode: 9V8FQM
One tap mobile
+14086380968,,6727499334#,,,,*562029# US (San Jose)
+16699006833,,6727499334#,,,,*562029# US (San Jose)
Dial by your location
+1 408 638 0968 US (San Jose)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York)
Meeting ID: 672 749 9334
Passcode: 562029
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kzvHNprV6

China Lake Astronomical Society
Membership or Renewal 2022
Name:____________________________________________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:______________________________Email:________________________________________________
Yearly Membership $ 25 (due in January)
Checks or Money Orders accepted: # ____________________
Contact Roger Brower 760-446-0454 (email brower@iwvisp.com)
Make Checks or Money Orders Payable to China Lake Astronomical Society.(CLAS)
Roger Brower
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You can see where the Webb Telescope
took a direct hit from a micrometeorite on
one of its mirrors
by Matt Williams, Universe Today

The world is still reeling from the release
of the James Webb Space Telescope's
(JWST) first images. These provided a
comprehensive overview of the kind of
science operations that Webb will conduct over its 20-year mission. They included the most sensitive and detailed
look at some iconic astronomical objects,
spectra from an exoplanet atmosphere,
and a deep field view of some of the most
distant galaxies in the universe. Since
their release, we've also been treated to
glimpses of objects in the solar system
captured by Webb's infrared instruments.
Meanwhile, the JWST collaboration released a full report titled titled
"Characterization of JWST science performance from commissioning," in which
they examined everything Webb has accomplished so far and what they antici-

pate throughout the mission. This paper
recently appeared online and covers everything from the telescope's navigation and
pointing to the performance of its many
instruments. An interesting tidbit, which
was not previously released, is how Webb
suffered a series of micrometeoroid impacts, one of which caused "uncorrectable
change" in one mirror segment.
The team behind this study included researchers from the three participating space
agencies—NASA, the European Space
Agency (ESA), and the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA)—and from the mission's
many partner agencies. These include the
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI),
the Niels Bohr Institute, the Max-PlanckInstitut für Astronomie (MPIA), the UK
Astronomy Technology Centre (UK ATC),
the National Research Council Canada
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(NRCC), the Instituto Nacional de Técnica
Aeroespacial (INTA), the Centro de Astrobología
(CAB), and many aerospace companies, universities,
research institutes, and agencies worldwide.
The paper they compiled assesses the JWST performance during the six-month commissioning period before it entered service on July 12th, 2022. This consisted of characterizing the observatory's on-orbit performance, the JWST's design and architecture, and the
pre-launch predicted performance. These were then
compared to the performance of the spacecraft, telescopes, science instruments, and ground system. Section 4 of the Report, Optical Performance, addresses
how Webb's various instruments functioned during the
commissioning period.
The JWST's primary mirror consists of eighteen hexagonal segments arranged in a honeycomb configuration. Each segment is composed of gold-plated beryllium, and all are aligned to ensure the highest resolution and sensitivity possible. The overall performance
is measured in terms of Wavefront Error (WFE),
which refers to how light collected by the telescope's
mirrors deviates from the expected wavelength of
light. The overall extent is determined by calculating
the collected light's deviation from the Root-Mean-

wavefront sensing. Some of the resulting wavefront degradation is correctable through regular
wavefront control; some of it comprises high
spatial frequency terms that cannot be corrected."
They further indicate that these micrometeoroid
impacts were detected so far through wavefront
sensing. Five of the six detected impacts had
negligible effects, contributing to a combined
total of less than 1 nanometer to the overall
wavefront error. However, the remaining impact, which occurred between May 22nd and
May 24th, caused a "significant uncorrectable
change" in the overall figure of segment C3.
This segment is located on the lower right side
of Webb's primary mirror (when seen from the
front), and the effect is illustrated in the Report
(see image above).
Luckily, the overall effect was small since only
a small portion of the telescope area was affected by it. The mission teams also conducted
two realignment steps to correct for the impact,
which brought the telescope alignment to a
minimum of 59 nm RMS, which is about 5 to
10 nm above the previous best wavefront error

Square (RMS) error—the spherical average of the entire wavefront. This is expressed mathematically using
the units of the particular wavelength, measured in nanometers (nm) when dealing with Infrared wavelengths. Section 4.7 addresses micrometeoroid impacts
and their potential effect on Webb's long-term optical
performance. The assessment begins by reminding
readers that any spacecraft will inevitably encounter
micrometeoroids, then lists how several impacts were
expected during the commissioning period:

RMS values. The authors of the Report also go
on to note that "drifts and stability levels" in the
telescope typically result in a "telescope contribution" of between 60 (minimum) to 80 nm
RMS—at which point, wavefront control is
typically performed.
They also explain that it is unknown at this time
whether or not the May 2022 impact to segment
C3 was rare or something that can be expected
to happen frequently throughout JWST's mission. As they state, this is essential if the JWST
mission teams hope to determine if the telescope will be more susceptible to damage by
micrometeoroids than pre-launch modeling predicted:
"The project team is conducting additional investigations into the micrometeoroid population, how impacts affect beryllium mirrors, and

"During commissioning, wavefront sensing recorded
six localized surface deformations on the primary mirror that are attributed to impact by micrometeoroids.
These occurred at a rate (roughly one per month) consistent with pre-launch expectations. Each micrometeoroid caused degradation in the wavefront of the impacted mirror segment, as measured during regular
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the efficacy and efficiency tradeoffs of potential mitigations such as pointing restrictions that would minimize time spent looking in the direction of orbital motion, which statistically has higher micrometeoroid
rates and energies."
To summarize, the impact on the C3 segment raised
concerns among the mission controllers. But the upside is that it was nothing they couldn't address and is
not expected to affect Webb's long-term science operations. As the Report summarizes:
"The key outcome of six months of commissioning is
this: JWST is fully capable of achieving the discoveries for which it was built. JWST was envisioned 'to
enable fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies, stars,
and planetary systems'… we now know with certainty
that it will. The telescope and instrument suite have
demonstrated the sensitivity, stability, image quality,
and spectral range that are necessary to transform our
understanding of the cosmos through observations
spanning from near-earth asteroids to the most distant
galaxies."
Moreover, the Report's authors conclude that the
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JWST's performance has been better than expected,
almost across the entire board. In terms of the optical
alignment of its mirrors, the point spread function,
the time-stability of its imaging, and the fine guidance system that points the observatory, Webb has
exceeded expectations. They also indicate that the
mirrors are cleaner, and the science instruments have
generally provided higher total system throughput
than pre-launch expectations. All of this adds up to
some optimistic appraisals:
"Collectively, these factors translate into substantially
better sensitivity for most instrument modes than was
assumed in the exposure time calculator for Cycle 1
observation planning, in many cases by tens of percent. In most cases, JWST will go deeper faster than
expected. In addition, JWST has enough propellant
on board to last at least 20 years."
The JWST Collaboration stated that further details
will be presented in a planned series of papers. These
will appear in a special issue of the Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (PASP) dedicated to the JWST. Source: You can see where the Webb
Telescope took a direct hit from a micrometeorite on one of its
mirrors (phys.org)

A primary mirror segment of the James Webb Space Telescope, made of beryllium. Credit: NASA/MSFC/David Given-
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Special Thanks to Steve Rainey
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ASTRONOMY COLUMN
AUGUST EVENTS:
1. The next club meeting will be on August 1st in the Maturango Museum at 7:30 PM. You can also join
us on zoom.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6727499334?pwd=VWhuVGZ3aFphL283THRKNUNoZ0RSZz09
The program this month will be on past solar eclipses given by Roger Brower. It will feature pictures,
videos and stories from Roger, friends and acquaintances . Also, a heads up on upcoming solar eclipses
will be given.

Star parties:
July 29th Brown road signs out 8:30 PM viewing 9 PM.
August 26th Brown road signs out 8:30 PM viewing 9 PM.
Directions: Brown road star parties are held in the desert. Take south China lake Boulevard to 395. Cross
395 and go 2.3 miles on Brown road until you come to signs in cones pointing to the left. Take this dirt
road .5 miles to the star party site.
AUGUST CELESTIAL CALENDAR
1. Mercury spends most of the month low in the western sky after sunset.
2. Saturn rises in the east just before 9 PM and reaches opposition on the 14th so is visible all night long.
3. Jupiter rises in the east at about 11 PM on the first about 9 PM by the end of the month. Watch it rotate
to the south the rest of the night.
4. Mars rises in the east just after midnight and swing to the southeast the rest of the night.
5. Venus rises in the east about two hours before the sun.
6. The annual Perseid meteor shower peaks on the 12th but will be heavily hampered by the full moon
one day before.
INFORMATION:
Please visit us at our website ChinaLakeAstro.org.
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Russia will quit the International Space Station in 2024

SpaceX Crew Dragon Endeavour snapped this picture of the ISS during a fly
-around on Nov. 8, 2021. NASA

The first piece of the International Space Station (ISS) was launched back in 1998. That initial
segment, called the Zarya Control Module (meaning “Sunrise” in English), was funded by the
U.S. but built and launched by Russia. Coming just seven years after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the historical launch marked the beginning of a multi-decade partnership between the two previously bitter Cold War rivals.
However, it appears that after nearly three decades of cooperation, Russia is keen to turn its attention away from the ISS. According to a report issued to Russian President Vladimir Putin by Yuri
Borisov, the new head of Roscosmos, Russia will be withdrawing from the space station after
2024. The announcement comes from two Russian state-run media agencies: TASS and RIA Novosti.
The change in Russian space priorities is particularly surprising considering that less than two
weeks ago, on July 15, NASA and Roscosmos signed an agreement to fly each other’s astronauts
to and from the ISS.
The news also seems to have been a surprise to NASA, as well as the public. According to a
tweet by Marcia Smith of SpacePolicyOnline.com, ISS Director Robyn Gatens told reporters at the
ISS Research and Development (ISSRD) conference today that no official note had reached
NASA of Russia ending its participation in the ISS by 2024. But Gatens suspects, like the U.S.,
Russia is looking ahead to the transition away from the ISS in the early 2030s, at which point the
ISS will be decommissioned. Source: Russia will quit the ISS after 2024 | Astronomy.com
By Caitlyn Buongiorno | Published: Tuesday, July 26, 2022
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Astronomical Trivia... So how does the classic Christmas movie “It’s a Wonderful Life”
have a connection with one of the first images from the Webb Telescope? During the first few minutes of the movie the
future angel “Clarence” is speaking with his superiors on how to address the problems with James Stewart’s character George Baily. The
flashing galaxys are those of Stephans Quintet.
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http://
chinalakeastro.org/

Star Party Reports

A Note from your Editor
This newsletter is sent directly to 183 folks and
available to many more that visit our website ChinaLakeAstro.org . There are so many interesting
things that are of interest going on in the field and
so many things “you may be doing” that we would
love to hear about. Please consider writing an article and sending it my way so it can be added in.
Photographs, field trips, book reviews, etc. Just
about anything related to Astronomy, Space Science, or related fields. Use your imagination.
Hope to hear from you soon. Remember this is
your Newsletter.
Keep looking up.

C l u b

I n f o r m a t i o n

Members receive discounted rates for Astronomy Magazine and /or Sky and Telescope
Magazine.
The fee schedule is as follows: Verify current magazine prices with Roger!
Basic membership $25.00 per year.
Membership with Astronomy magazine is $59.00 per year.
Membership with Sky and Telescope magazine is $58.00 per year.
Membership with both S & T and Astronomy is $92.00 per year.
PRESIDENT – Ralph Paonessa – 760-384-8666 (email ralph@rpphoto.com)
VICE-PRESIDENT – Keith Weisz – 760-375-9114 (email kerniew@gmail.com)
SECRETARY – Ted Hodgkinson - 661-754-0561 (email ghodkinson@sbcglobal.net)
TREASURER – Roger Brower - 760-446-0454 (email brower@iwvisp.com)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR – Ted Hodgkinson – 661-754-0561
(email ghodkinson@sbcglobal.net)
Meetings of the China Lake Astronomical Society are held at the Maturango Museum at
7:30 p.m.
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